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Appendix 1: Interpretation of results

Sample Condition

Upon sample receipt we score your samples according to quality: good, low sediment, medium sediment, high
sediment, white precipitate, and presence of algae.

There are three reasons as to why sediment should be avoided:
1. It is possible for DNA to persist within the sediment for longer than it would if it was floating in the water

which could lead to a false positive result i.e. in this case GCN not recently present but present a long time ago
2. In some cases sediment can cause inhibition of the PCR analysis used to detect GCN eDNA within samples

which could lead to an indeterminate result.
3. In some cases sediment can interfere with the DNA extraction procedure resulting in poor recovery of the

eDNA which in turn can lead to an indeterminate result.

Algae can make the DNA extraction more difficult to perform so if it can be avoided then this is helpful.

Sometimes samples contain a white precipitate which we have found makes the recovery of eDNA very difficult. This
precipitate can be present in such high amounts that it interferes with the eDNA extraction process meaning that we
cannot recover the degradation control (nor most likely the eDNA itself) at sufficient levels for the control to be
within the acceptable limits for the assay, therefore we have to classify these type of samples as indeterminate.

What do my results mean?

A positive result means that great crested newts are present in the water or have been present in the water in the
recent past (eDNA degrades over around 7-21 days).

A negative result means that DNA from the great crested newt has not been detected in your sample.

On occasion an inconclusive result will be issued. This occurs where the DNA from the great crested newt has not been
detected but the controls have indicated that either: the sample has been degraded and/or the eDNA was not fully
extracted (poor recovery); or the PCR inhibited in some way. This may be due to the water chemistry or may be due
to the presence of high levels of sediment in samples which can interfere with the DNA extraction process. A re-test
could be performed but a fresh sample would need to be obtained. We have successfully performed re-tests on
samples which have had high sediment content on the first collection and low sediment content (through improved
sample collection) on the re-test. If water chemistry was the cause of the indeterminate then a re-test would most
likely also return an inconclusive result.

The results will be recorded as indeterminate if the GCN result is negative and the degradation result is recorded as:
1. evidence of decay - meaning that the degradation control was outside of accepted limits
2. evidence of degradation or residual inhibition - meaning that the degradation control was outside of accepted

limits but that this could have been due to inhibitors not being removed sufficiently by the dilution of inhibited
samples (according to the technical advice note)


